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Unanesthetized Auditory Cortex Exhibits Multiple Codes
for Gaps in Cochlear Implant Pulse Trains

ALANA E. KIRBY
1,2, AND JOHN C. MIDDLEBROOKS

1

1Department of Otolaryngology, University of California, Medical Sciences E, Room E101, Irvine, CA 92697-5310, USA
2Neuroscience Program, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

ABSTRACT

Cochlear implant listeners receive auditory stimulation
through amplitude-modulated electric pulse trains.
Auditory nerve studies in animals demonstrate qualita-
tively different patterns of firing elicited by low versus
high pulse rates, suggesting that stimulus pulse rate
might influence the transmission of temporal informa-
tion through the auditory pathway. We tested in awake
guinea pigs the temporal acuity of auditory cortical
neurons for gaps in cochlear implant pulse trains.
Consistent with results using anesthetized conditions,
temporal acuity improved with increasing pulse rates.
Unlike the anesthetized condition, however, cortical
neurons responded in the awake state to multiple
distinct features of the gap-containing pulse trains, with
the dominant features varying with stimulus pulse rate.
Responses to the onset of the trailing pulse train (Trail-
ON) provided the most sensitive gap detection at 1,017
and 4,069 pulse-per-second (pps) rates, particularly for
short (25 ms) leading pulse trains. In contrast, under
conditions of 254 pps rate and long (200 ms) leading
pulse trains, a sizeable fraction of units demonstrated
greater temporal acuity in the form of robust responses
to the offsets of the leading pulse train (Lead-OFF).
Finally, TONIC responses exhibited decrements in firing
rate during gaps, but were rarely the most sensitive
feature. Unlike results from anesthetized conditions,
temporal acuity of the most sensitive units was nearly as
sharp for brief as for long leading bursts. The differences
in stimulus coding across pulse rates likely originate from
pulse rate-dependent variations in adaptation in the

auditory nerve. Two marked differences from responses
to acoustic stimulation were: first, Trail-ON responses to
4,069 pps trains encoded substantially shorter gaps than
have been observed with acoustic stimuli; and second,
the Lead-OFF gap coding seen for G15 ms gaps in
254 pps stimuli is not seen in responses to sounds. The
current results may help to explain why moderate pulse
rates around 1,000 pps are favored by many cochlear
implant listeners.

Keywords: auditory prosthesis, pulse rate, guinea
pig, temporal acuity, forward masking

INTRODUCTION

Cochlear implants restore hearing by stimulating the
auditory nerve with amplitude-modulated electric pulse
trains. In animal studies, pulse rates slower than
∼1,000 pulses per second (pps) elicit highly synchro-
nous auditory nerve firing (e.g., Zhang et al. 2007).
Much higher rates have been hypothesized to decrease
neural synchrony, thereby better approximating the
responses of the auditory nerve to sounds (Rubinstein et
al. 1999). Some human listeners prefer high pulse rates
(Battmer et al. 2010), but differences in speech
recognition performance generally are small across
pulse rates ranging from 400 to 4,800 pps (Loizou et
al. 2000; Holden et al. 2002; Verschuur 2005; Plant et al.
2007; Shannon et al. 2011).

Gap detection is a measure of temporal acuity.
Listeners attempt to detect a silent gap lying between
leading and trailing stimuli that activate the same
(within channel) or different (across channel)
peripheral channels. Normal-hearing listeners can
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detect within-channel gaps as brief as 2–5 ms.
Cochlear implant listeners can detect gaps of
similar duration in electrical pulse trains (e.g.,
Shannon 1989). That gap thresholds are similar
between normal-hearing listeners and cochlear
implant users, in whom cochlear mechanotransduction
is absent, suggests that gap detection thresholds are
determined largely by retrocochlear (i.e., central to the
cochlea) auditory mechanisms. Elevated gap detection
thresholds are symptomatic of poor speech recognition
in acoustic hearing, at least in cases of auditory neuro-
pathy (Zeng et al. 2005), and there is some indication
that in cochlear implant listeners impaired gap detec-
tion is associated with poor speech reception (Muchnik
et al. 1994; Sagi et al. 2009).

Several studies have demonstrated parallels
between perceptual gap detection thresholds and
those measured in the cortex. In a study in humans,
gap detection thresholds for leading markers of 5, 20,
and 50 ms measured with magnetoencephalography
were within 1 ms of those measured psychophysically
(Rupp et al. 2004). In awake animals, 74% of cortical
neurons in cat (Liu et al. 2010) and 25% in macaque
(Recanzone et al. 2011) encoded gap duration with
sufficient sensitivity to account for behavioral
performance in those species.

We reported previously the responses of auditory
cortex neurons in anesthetized guinea pigs to coch-
lear implant pulse trains (Kirby and Middlebrooks
2010). The onset of a leading pulse train consistently
elicited a burst of spikes and, following a gap of
sufficient duration, the trailing pulse train elicited a
second burst of spikes. A period of suppression lasting
∼100 ms after the onset response blocked detection
of gaps presented in that period. We suspected that
the highly stereotyped patterns of responses in that
study were due largely to the use of anesthesia.

The present study was conducted in awake,
nonbehaving guinea pigs. We observed a variety
of features of cortical responses that could signal
the presence of a gap, and those responses varied
with stimulus pulse rate, current level, and short
versus long leading pulse-train duration. We con-
firmed our previous observation from anesthetized
conditions that temporal acuity increased with
increasing electrical pulse rate. We further tested
the hypothesis that differences across pulse rate
were attributable to auditory nerve adaptation by
comparing gap detection thresholds for gaps lying
early and late in the pulse-train stimulus. Finally,
we tested the hypothesis that, as with human
psychophysical measures, cortical gap detection
thresholds decrease with increasing stimulus level.

This study provides a basis for understanding the
ways in which pulse rate shapes the coding of cochlear
implant stimulus envelopes. The effects of carrier

pulse rate persist beyond the periphery as auditory
nerve fiber responses are transformed by the central
auditory system.

METHODS

Overview

Extracellular spike activity was recorded from the
primary auditory cortex (area A1) of awake, non-
behaving guinea pigs using chronic multi-electrode
recording probes. Each animal underwent a surgical
procedure to implant a recording probe in the right
auditory cortex, with placement guided by cortical
frequency tuning to acoustic tones. After suitable
placement, the probe was fixed in place. The animal
was then deafened bilaterally and a cochlear implant
was inserted into the left cochlea (contralateral to the
cortical recording sites). Recording sessions lasted 1–
2 h and took place 3–8 days after the surgical
procedure. All experiments were performed with the
approval of the University of California at Irvine
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Animal preparation

Recordings were made in the primary auditory cortex
in the right hemispheres of six adult albino guinea
pigs. Animals were of either sex and weighed 340–
490 g at the time of surgery. The implantation
procedure was performed under sterile conditions.

To eliminate the possibility of unintended acoustic
stimulation, the right ear was deafened by infusion of
10% neomycin sulfate into the scala tympani
(Middlebrooks 2004). The auditory cortex was then
exposed on the right side. Primary auditory cortex
was identified by its proximity to the pseudosylvian
sulcus and by the characteristic rostrolateral to
dorsomedial increase in characteristic frequencies,
verified by recordings at three or more probe
positions. When a cortical location within A1 with
a characteristic frequency between 8 and 32 kHz
had been identified, the recording probe was
inserted perpendicular to the surface of the cortex.
This frequency range corresponded approximately
to the tonotopic location of the cochlear implant
to be placed in the basal turn of the cochlea. The
exposed dural surface and silicon shank of the
recording probe were covered with a calcium
alginate gel (Nunamaker et al. 2007). The flexible
ribbon cable connecting the probe and connector
was encased in silicone elastomer (World Precision
Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA). The connector
was fixed to the skull with methacrylate cement. A
screw was placed in the skull near the craniotomy
to serve as a recording reference.
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The left bulla was opened to expose the
cochlea. A cochleostomy was drilled in the basal
turn of the scala tympani and the ear was deafened
with neomycin. A cochlear implant was inserted
through the cochleostomy into the scala tympani.
The cochlear implant was an eight-electrode
banded array (Cochlear Corporation), identical in
dimensions to the distal 8 electrodes of the clinical
Nucleus 22. Only five bands could be placed within
the scala tympani in our guinea pig preparation.
The implant was sealed in place with biocompatible
carboxylate cement (3 M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA). A
platinum–iridium wire was placed into a neck muscle to
serve as a monopolar return contact. All connectors
were encased in methacrylate cement. The skin was
closed around the two (stimulating and recording)
percutaneous connectors. The animal was allowed to
recover with supportive care.

Awake recording and data acquisition

Stimulus generation and data acquisition employed
System III hardware from Tucker-Davis Technologies
(TDT; Alachaua, FL, USA) coupled to a personal
computer running MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick,
MA, USA) and using software developed in this
laboratory. Pulsatile electric stimuli were generated
by a custom eight-channel optically isolated current
source controlled by the TDT hardware.

Recording sessions took place 3–8 days after
surgery. Data presented from each animal were taken
during one or two consecutive 1–2.5 h recording
sessions, with 2.5–6 h elapsing between the first and
last recordings. The order of stimulus presentation
was different in each animal. Prior to recording, the
recording electrodes were “rejuvenated” by passing
2.0 VDC through each electrode for 4 s to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio (Johnson et al. 2004). Animals
were lightly restrained with a Guinea Pig Snuggle
(Lomir Biomedical, l’Ile Perrot, Quebec, Canada).
Their heads were free, and they were monitored
during the recording session to ensure that they did
not sleep, struggle, or show signs of distress.

The cortical recording probe (NeuroNexus, Ann
Arbor, MI, USA) was a single silicon substrate shank
with 16 iridium-plated recording sites at 100-μm
intervals. The probe was 15 μm thick and 100 μm
wide, tapering to the tip; a monolithic silicon substrate
ribbon cable carried the signals to the skull-mounted
connector. Signals from all 16 recording sites were
recorded simultaneously, digitized at 24.4 kHz, low-
pass filtered, resampled at 12.2 kHz, and stored for
offline analysis.

One of two artifact-rejection procedures was used
to eliminate electrical artifact resulting from the
electrical cochlear stimulus. For 254 pps stimuli, a

sample-and-hold procedure was implemented such
that the recorded neural signal was clamped at the
onset of the electrical pulse, and recording resumed
shortly after the pulse. In some cases in which voltage
drift occurred between the onset and offset of the
hold period, we interpolated the sampled voltage
values between hold onset and onset. For 1,017 and
4,069 pps stimuli, artifact was removed with a comb
filter tuned to the stimulus pulse rate. The comb
filters eliminated artifact elicited by all but the first
and last pulses of each stimulus, which were easily
excluded from further analysis.

Online, a simple peak picker was used to monitor
unit activity for experimental control. Offline, spikes
were identified using custom software that classified
waveforms on the basis of the time and amplitude
differences between spike peaks and troughs. Only
the offline-sorted spikes were used for quantitative
analysis. Most channels provided unresolved spikes
from two or more neurons. In this paper, a “unit”
refers to the aggregate of spikes identified on a single
recording channel.

Current source density analysis (Müller-Preuss and
Mitzdorf 1984) was used to estimate the locations of
recording sites relative to cortical layers. The most
consistent feature was a short latency sink which we
have found previously in histological reconstructions
to correspond to the transition from layers III to IV
(Middlebrooks 2008a). That landmark provided a
depth reference that could be compared across
animals.

Stimuli

The data required to compute an individual detection
threshold or gap detection threshold were collected
in a single block of trials, and several measurements
were obtained from each block. For example, gap
detection stimuli were varied over presentation level
and gap duration to obtain gap detection thresholds
for each of the presentation levels. Each configuration
of stimulus parameters was repeated 20 (4 animals) or
40 (2 animals) times, and within each repetition the
stimuli were interleaved randomly. Trials in which
movement artifact was present in any recording trace,
usually as a result of the animal chewing, were
eliminated offline. At least 85% of trials were usable
in 95% of conditions; the minimum was 13 trials in
one condition. The order of testing of various
parameters was varied among experiments.

Cochlear implant stimuli were presented in a
monopolar electrode configuration in which a single
intracochlear electrode was active and a wire in a neck
muscle was the return. Thresholds for activation of
the auditory cortex were estimated for each cochlear
implant electrode and for each electrical pulse rate,
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and the electrode with the lowest threshold (always
one of the two most apical electrodes) was selected for
subsequent stimulation. Biphasic stimulus pulses were
41 μs per phase in duration with no interphase gap
and with cathodic leading phase. The pulse rates
tested were 254, 1,017, and 4,069 pps.

Electric gap detection stimuli consisted of pairs of
electric pulse trains (“markers”) with identical pulse
rate and current level separated by a pulse-free gap
that varied in duration. All pulse-train durations and
gaps were integer multiples of 0.246 ms, which is the
period of the 4,069 pps. The duration of the leading
marker was 23.6 or 196.6 ms. Gap duration was
defined relative to the first missed pulse, such that
that a gap of “0 ms” corresponded to an uninterrup-
ted pulse train. Gaps that were shorter than the pulse
period of the 254 or 1,017 pps pulse rates were
achieved by delaying the entire trailing pulse train.
Seven to 15 gap durations were presented in the
ranges 0.492–256 ms for 254 pps and 0.246–256 ms
for 1,017 and 4,069 pps pulse trains. Three sample
stimuli are shown in Figure 1, at the bottom of each
panel. Gap detection stimuli were presented at three
current levels, most often 2, 4, and 6 dB above the
most common threshold among the 16 recording
sites. During blocks of gap detection trials, pulse rates
and leading and trailing marker durations were fixed,
but stimulus intensity and gap duration varied from
trial to trial. Each block of trials yielded one gap
detection threshold per stimulus level.

Data analysis

Current-level detection thresholds based on neural
spike counts were computed offline using signal
detection procedures (Green and Swets 1966;
Macmillan and Creelman 2005); the specific pro-
cedures are described by Middlebrooks and Snyder
(2007). Briefly, receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves were formed from the distribution
of spike counts in trials that contained a stimulus
and in trials that contained no stimulus. The area
under the ROC curve gave the proportion of
correct detections, which was expressed as a
detection index (d′). Plots of d′ versus stimulus
level were interpolated to find thresholds at d′=1.
This procedure was followed for stimuli presented
at each pulse rate. Detection thresholds were
obtained for pulse trains 196.6 ms in duration, the same
as the leading pulse train in the late-gap condition. The
windows for spike rate analysis were selected to include
the phasic ON response to the pulse train, as this
response was elicited by the lowest current levels.
Detection thresholds decreased systematically with
increasing pulse rate. Across all units, median detection

thresholds were −14.0, −14.4, and −16.9 dB re 1 mA for
254, 1,017, and 4,069 pps, respectively.

Three estimates of gap detection threshold were
computed for each unit and each stimulus condition
based on ROC analysis of spike count distributions
within each of three time windows. Those windows
corresponded to the onset of the trailing pulse train
(the Trail-ON window), the offset of the leading pulse
train (the Lead-OFF window), and a period of
suppression of the tonic response between the two
other windows (the TONIC window). In each case,
trial-by-trial spike counts within a particular time
window were compared between responses to stimuli
that did or did not contain a gap—the time window
was adjusted to accommodate each gap duration. For
each gap duration, an ROC curve was formed from
the distributions of spike counts in gap and no-gap

0 100 200 300 400

0 100 200 300 400

132−ms gapA

34−ms gapB

0 100 200 300 400

Time since stimulus onset (ms)

0−ms gapC

FIG. 1. Gap detection stimuli, cortical responses, and analysis. At
the bottom of each panel is a diagram of the 1,017 pps pulse train.
Above is a raster plot in which each dot represents a spike and each
row a stimulus presentation. The shaded areas represent analysis
windows for the spike count ROC analysis. Gold shading TONIC
window, blue shading short-latency ON window, green shading post-
ON suppression window, purple shading long-latency ON window.
At top, the summed PSTHs of these responses. A An early gap
132 ms in duration. B A 34-ms gap. C An uninterrupted pulse train,
or 0 ms gap, shown with the analysis windows for the 132 ms gap.
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conditions, and d′ was computed from the area under
the ROC curve. An alternative to comparing absolute
spike counts between gap and no-gap stimulus
conditions would have been to compare spike rates
across various portions of the response to a single
stimulus. Spike rates varied throughout the duration
of any stimulus, however, regardless of the presence
or absence of a gap. For that reason, it would have
been necessary to compute spike rate increments (or
decrements) at particular post-stimulus onset times
relative to some measure of baseline spike rate and,
then, to compare the magnitudes of the increments
or decrements between stimulus conditions. That
procedure might have provided a form of normal-
ization across varying overall spike rates. Nevertheless,
in a trial-by-trial analysis of fairly sparse spike patterns,
the need to estimate the baseline in addition to
estimating the response to the gap in a particular
time window would have introduced an additional
source of trial-by-trial variance in the measure of
response magnitude.

The d′ values obtained from comparison of spike
counts in gap and no-gap conditions were linearly
interpolated between tested gap durations. The short-
est interpolated duration at which d′=1 (for onset and
offset responses) or d′=−1 (for post-onset suppression
and tonic responses) was taken as the gap detection
threshold. Responses visible in the aggregate data,
such as the Trail-ON response to 0.5 ms gap in
Figure 2C, sometimes occurred during individual
trials of gap durations shorter than the calculated
gap detection threshold. Those responses represent
trial-by-trial variance that did not meet the d′=1
criterion in the ROC analysis of all the trials. Whereas
all gaps presented were integer multiples of the
4,069 pps carrier pulse period, interpolated gap
detection thresholds could fall anywhere between
the minimum and maximum gaps tested.

Selection of time windows was crucial to the
performance of the spike count measure because
the spike patterns elicited by the gap stimuli varied
from unit-to-unit as well as with stimulus level. Figure 1
illustrates the analysis windows chosen for one unit.
Phasic ON responses were elicited by the onset of the
leading marker and, in the presence of gaps of
sufficient duration, about 5–30 ms after the onset of
the trailing marker. For some units, such as the one in
Figure 1, this short-latency ON response to the onset
of the trailing marker was followed by a period of
suppression, which was followed by a late-ON
response. Thus, for some units, the spikes elicited by
the onset of a trailing marker could be counted in up
to three non-overlapping time windows. Figure 1
shows, for one unit, a short-latency ON window (5–
16 ms, shaded in blue), a post-onset suppression
window (16–30 ms, shaded in green), and a long-

latency ON window (30–80 ms, shaded in purple), all
measured relative to the onset of the trailing marker.
For each unit, the gap detection threshold was
computed for each of these windows, and the shortest
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FIG. 2. Peri-stimulus time histogram of one unit to late-gap
detection stimuli presented at 6 dB re stimulus threshold. Shaded
areas represent the durations of leading and trailing markers. The
height of each row corresponds to an instantaneous spike rate of
1,000 spikes/s. The vertical line corresponds to the latency of the
peak of the OFF response. A 254-pps carrier rate with best gap
detection threshold of 5.0 ms. The red outline demarcates the OFF
response window. B 1,017-pps carrier rate with best gap detection
threshold of 0.43 ms. C 4,069-pps carrier rate with best gap detection
threshold of 0.6 ms.
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of these gaps was chosen as the Trail-ON gap
detection threshold. OFF responses, as seen in
Figures 2 and 3, generally had a longer latency, with
most OFF responses occurring 10–30 ms (outlined in
red in Figure 2A) after the offset of the leading and/
or trailing marker. Longer OFF-response latencies,
30–120 ms, were observed in 3% of units for stimuli at

any pulse rate, and some OFF responses exhibited
longer durations, with 9100 ms of enhanced firing
rate. The same OFF response window was used for all
gap durations within a particular unit and stimulus
level. The gap detection threshold computed for this
window was the Lead-OFF gap detection threshold.
TONIC responses, evident in Figure 1, were the third
type of response characterized with this spike count
measure. This analysis window (shaded in yellow)
generally fell between the end of the offset window
and the beginning of the short-latency onset window
and measured the reduction in tonic firing that
sometimes was observed during a gap in the stimulus.
In the unit in Figure 1, the tonic firing is derived from
the long-latency onset response to the leading pulse
train. This analysis provided the TONIC gap detection
threshold. These three measures (Trail-ON, Lead-
OFF, and TONIC gap thresholds) were based on spike
timing only and might have included spikes from
multiple neurons.

The latency and duration of each time window for
the measurement of Trail-ON and Lead-OFF
responses were selected manually under visual guid-
ance, but selection was informed by characteristics of
responses throughout the entire duration of the
stimuli to avoid overfitting. Windows were restricted
to time ranges that were appropriate for responses
elicited by all epochs of the stimulus, even those that
were not informative about gaps. For instance, the
onset of the leading marker evoked an ON response,
which helped to verify the Trail-ON time-window
selection. This decreased the likelihood of inadver-
tently selecting time windows to capture isolated
fluctuations in firing rate. In some units, however,
response timing varied with gap duration, such as the
long-latency Trail-ON responses for 8–25 ms gaps in
Figure 2B, and analysis windows were chosen to
accommodate these responses. Each window was at
least 10 ms in duration to avoid overfitting.

For sufficiently short gaps, Lead-OFF and Trail-ON
response windows overlapped. In this case, spike
latencies and rates were used to assign a particular
response to the appropriate category. For instance, in
Figure 2A, the response to the 8 ms gap was consistent
either with a Lead-OFF or Trail-ON response. How-
ever, the unambiguous response to a 16-ms gap
contained a Lead-OFF response and no Trail-ON
response. Therefore, the significant response to the
8-ms gap was attributed to an OFF response and the
ON-derived gap detection threshold was selected at
the next upward d′=1 transition in the interpolated
gap-d′ curve, 26 ms. In contrast, Figure 2B displays a
response to gaps shorter than 2 ms that is most
consistent with the spike count and latency of an ON
response. Although the response to an 8-ms gap could
once again be considered ambiguous, the response to
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FIG. 3. Peri-stimulus time histogram of one unit’s responses to
early-gap detection stimuli presented at 6 dB re stimulus threshold.
Shaded areas represent the durations of leading and trailing pulse
trains. The height of each row corresponds to an instantaneous spike
rate of 1,000 spikes/s. A 254-pps carrier rate with best gap detection
threshold of 6.6 ms B 1,017-pps carrier rate with best gap detection
threshold of 4.0 ms C 4,069-pps carrier rate with best gap detection
threshold of 3.4 ms.
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a 12-ms gap clearly shows a superposition of Lead-OFF
(shorter latency) and Trail-ON (longer latency)
responses—in other words, more spikes were elicited
for the longer duration gap. Therefore, the Lead-OFF
gap detection threshold in such cases was derived by
interpolating the shortest gap at which the ambiguous
response differed in spike count and latency from the
ON response. In this case, the gap detection threshold
fell between 8 and 12 ms. Responses consistent with
Lead-OFF spike rate and latency were never seen
following a Trail-ON response, so this procedure
generally resulted in a gap detection threshold
determined by the difference between the latencies
of Lead-OFF and Trail-ON responses. Finally, in
Figure 2C there is no significant OFF response at the
longest, unambiguous gap durations, so no OFF-
derived gap detection threshold was obtained even
though spikes fell within the offset analysis window.
This procedure was followed for each unit in the
sample.

RESULTS

Responses to pulse trains containing gaps

Neurons in cortical area A1 responded to cochlear
implant electrical pulse trains with phasic bursts of
spikes associated with onsets and offsets of pulse trains
and with sustained firing throughout the duration of
the pulse train. The first example is shown in Figure 1,
which shows the spikes elicited at one recording site
for two early-gap stimuli and one control no-gap
stimulus; the pulse rate was 1,017 pps. In response to
a continuous pulse train (Figure 1C), this unit
produced a burst of spikes 5–16 ms after the stimulus
onset, followed by a 15-ms pause, followed by
sustained firing that gradually decreased over the course
of the stimulus. In Figure 1A and B, the ON response
was observed after the onset of the leading pulse train
and after the onset of pulse trains trailing the gaps. In
this example, an ON response to the trailing stimulus
was sufficient to reveal the presence of a gap.

Cortical response patterns differed according to
the temporal position of the gap within the pulse
train, the pulse rate, and the gap duration. Figure 2
represents the responses recorded on a single site for
the late-gap condition and pulse rates of 254 pps
(Figure 2A), 1,017 pps (Figure 2B), and 4,069 pps
(Figure 2C). At the lowest pulse rate and longest gap
duration (Figure 2A, 63-ms gap), both the leading
and trailing pulse trains elicited an ON response with
5–20 ms latency, an OFF response with a 10–30 ms
latency, and a weak TONIC response sustained for the
duration of the pulse train. ON responses to the
leading pulse train were present at all pulse rates and
for all gap durations, whereas ON responses to the

trailing pulse train were present only for gap durations
of sufficient length. In contrast, OFF responses were
evoked by the leading pulse train only for the lower
pulse rates and the longest gap durations. The relative
strength and sensitivity of ON and OFF responses
elicited by gaps varied with pulse rate. At 254 pps, OFF
responses to the leading pulse train were evident down
to gap durations as short as 4 ms, whereas ON bursts to
the trailing pulse train were evident only for gaps 24 ms
and longer. At 1,017 pps, however, it was the ON
response to the trailing pulse train that persisted to the
shortest gaps (as demonstrated by the latency of the
spikes, measured relative to the onset of the trailing
pulse train), whereas the response to the offset of the
leading pulse train was evident only for gaps of 12 ms or
longer. At the highest pulse rate (Figure 2C), there was
no response to offset of the leading pulse train, but the
unit responded reliably to the onsets of the pulse trains
trailing the gaps.

ON and OFF responses were not simply super-
imposed, but showed nonlinear interactions. For
instance, in the 254- and 1,017-pps examples in
Figure 2, gap duration in the range of 8–24 ms
resulted in an OFF response to the leading marker
that collided with the ON response to the trailing
marker, resulting in the appearance of a long-latency
response to the trailing marker; that pattern was not
seen in the 4,069-pps condition, in which there was no
leading-marker OFF response. The appearance of a
long-latency response after collision of OFF and ON
responses was seen in several units in each of multiple
animals and could be a rebound from inhibition
enhanced by the coincidence of those responses.
Figure 3 shows responses of the same unit in
conditions of a shorter leading pulse train. In these
early-gap conditions, there was little to no response to
the offset of the leading pulse train. In contrast to the
254 pps long-lead case, ON responses were most
informative about gap duration.

Gap detection thresholds vary with carrier pulse
rate and gap position

As described in “Methods” section, the presence of
gaps could be detected by the presence of responses
to the offset of the leading pulse train (the Lead-OFF
response), the onset of the trailing pulse train (the
Trail-ON response), and/or a decrease in tonic
activity during the silent gap (the TONIC response).
Each of these features was observed for one or more
units in each of six animals. We also observed
suppression of spontaneous activity in response to
electric stimulation in several units, but since these
responses were evoked reliably in only two animals, we
did not include an analysis in the current study. The
apparent paucity of suppressive responses may be due
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to the difficulty of detecting such responses in the
context of low spontaneous rate. To better understand
the contributions of specific spike-train features to the
overall pattern discrimination, we performed an ROC
analysis of spike counts within time windows chosen to
be selective for each feature. The most frequently
observed feature was a response to the onset of the
trailing pulse train consisting of a constellation of as
many as three components: a temporally compact
short-latency burst of spikes, a brief period of
suppression, and a longer-latency elevation of spike
rate. For most units, that Trail-ON response was
present at the lowest current levels, at which no other
stimulus-related feature could be detected. The
latency of the initial burst tended to decrease with
increasing stimulus level, reaching a median first-spike
latency of 9.9 ms for stimuli at least 4.5 dB above
threshold. All three components (short-latency ON,
suppression, and long-latency ON) contributed to gap
encoding. For instance, the long-latency response
could signal the presence of a gap in conditions in
which the short-latency ON response was not appa-
rent. We computed the gap thresholds for each of the
three components of the response to the trailing burst
and reported the shortest as the Trail-ON threshold.

Responses to the offset of the leading pulse train
(referred to as Lead-OFF) typically appeared at
higher stimulus current levels than did Trail-ON
responses, with a mean difference in thresholds of
3.7 dB for the 200 ms leading pulse train (pG0.0001,
Student’s t test). The median first-spike latency for
Lead-OFF bursts, 19.9 ms, did not change systemati-
cally with level, and was longer than for ON responses
for stimuli at least 4.5 dB above threshold (pG0.0001,
Kruskal–Wallis). OFF responses were preferentially
evoked by longer stimulus durations, which can be
seen in Figure 3A: the OFF response to the offset of
the 225-ms uninterrupted pulse train in the 0-ms gap
condition is more robust than the response to the
offset of the 25-ms leading pulse train. Lead-OFF
responses were more prevalent at lower pulse rates.

TONIC responses consisted of sustained firing
throughout the duration of the stimulus. For some
25% of units, the presence of a gap in the stimulus
could be detected by a significant decrease in tonic
firing during the gap compared to the spike rate at
a corresponding time in the standard no-gap
stimulus. Decreases in tonic firing associated with
gaps were susceptible to interference from OFF
responses occurring within the gap.

The effect of pulse rate and gap placement on gap
detection thresholds is summarized in Figure 4. The
overall (“Best”; black bars) gap detection threshold
for each unit was the shortest gap detection threshold
derived from among the Trail-ON, Lead-OFF, and
TONIC response features. The number of units that

displayed sensitivity to gaps for one or more gap
durations did not appear to vary systematically across
stimulus conditions (Fig. 4A and B). Nevertheless, gap
detection thresholds varied significantly across both
pulse rate and gap position; statistical tests for specific
conditions are given below. The distributions of gap
thresholds given by specific features (Fig. 4C and D)
reflect in each case only the units for which the
particular feature was present; for instance, the
distribution of Lead-OFF thresholds is based on the
subset of units that showed a Lead-OFF response. For
early gaps, median Best gap detection thresholds were
38, 26, and 12 ms for 254, 1,017, and 4,069 pps. For
late gaps, median Best gap detection thresholds were
5.3, 1.4, and 0.77 ms, respectively. Best gap-detection
thresholds were significantly shorter at higher pulse
rates for both early and late gap conditions (pG0.5,
1,017 vs. 4,069 pps, early gap; pG0.001, all other
comparisons; Kruskal–Wallis). The differences in
median gap thresholds between early- and late-gap
conditions were significant for all pulse rates (pG
0.001, Kruskal–Wallis) and were considerably larger
than has been reported for normal-hearing human
listeners (Phillips et al. 1998). Among the most
sensitive units, however, the differences were only a
few milliseconds. That is, the fifth percentiles for
early- and late-gap thresholds were 6.6 and 2.3 ms,
respectively, for 254 pps, 2.5 and 0.84 ms for
1,017 pps, and 1.9 and 0.25 ms for 4,069 pps.

The contribution of the various features of spike
patterns to overall gap sensitivity varied with pulse rate
and gap position. Figure 4C and D summarize gap
detection thresholds obtained for each response type
for gaps in pulse trains presented at least 4.5 dB above
threshold to ensure that all three response features
were represented. Statistical comparisons were made
between groups using Kruskal–Wallis nonparametric
analysis of variance. Across all units, Trail-ON
responses were the most common responses to gaps,
and gap thresholds obtained from Trail-ON responses
were the shortest or were not significantly different
from the Best gap detection thresholds for any
stimulus condition (p=0.05, 254-pps late gap; p90.40,
all other pulse rate and gap position combinations).
The 254 pps late gap condition showed a qualitative
distinction in that a sizeable percentage of units
(74%) exhibited a Lead-OFF response in that con-
dition and that 70% of those units showed a shorter
gap threshold for Lead-OFF responses than for Trail-
ON response (50% of all units). Neither Lead-OFF
nor Trail-ON responses were significantly more sensi-
tive than the other across the population in the 254-
pps condition (p=0.83, Wilcoxon rank sum). In
contrast, only 8% of all units showed a shorter gap
threshold for Lead-OFF than for Trail-ON for the
1,017 pps late-gap condition and no units showed
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shorter Lead-OFF thresholds at 4,069 pps. Trail-ON
responses were significantly more sensitive than Lead-
OFF for these higher pulse rates (pG0.00001). TONIC
responses encoded both early and late gaps, but these
gap detection thresholds were significantly less sensitive
for all conditions (pG0.001). In addition, there was no
significant effect of gap position on TONIC-derived gap
detection thresholds. In summary, Trail-ON responses
were particularly important for gap sensitivity at high
pulse rates and for early gaps, whereas Lead-OFF
responses were at least as sensitive as Trail-ON responses
for many units at 254 pps for late gaps. Each of these
effects of gap position, stimulus pulse rate, and response
feature were observed in each of the six animals.

Intracortical processing has been known to play a
role in shaping sensitivity to temporal features in
auditory stimuli (e.g., Eggermont 1999b; Middlebrooks
2008a). To test for a possible contribution of cortical
columnar circuits to gap sensitivity, we aligned the data
based on cortical depth relative to the input layers.
Overall gap detection thresholds did not vary signifi-
cantly with cortical depth (p90.05, Kruskal–Wallis for all
stimuli; analysis limited to data presented at least 4.5 dB
above threshold; data were grouped in 300-μm bins
across cortical depth).We also compared the prevalence

of each response type across cortical depth and found
no significant localization of these response types. We
infer that gap detection in a nonbehaving awake animal
is largely inherited from subcortical auditory centers.

Gap detection thresholds depend on stimulus level

The results in Figure 4 showed a general decrease in
gap detection thresholds associated with increasing
pulse rate. Studies in human listeners, however, show
that gap detection thresholds also decrease with
increasing levels within a listener’s dynamic range
(Garadat and Pfingst 2011) and that detection thresh-
olds decrease at higher pulse rates (Kreft et al. 2004).
For those reasons, there was a concern that our
demonstration of a pulse-rate dependence of gap
thresholds might have been confounded with a
dependence on levels. In order to address that
concern, we measured gap detection thresholds at
multiple current levels. For each pulse rate in each
animal, we tested three current levels relative to the
modal detection threshold estimated online among
jointly recorded units. Offline, we computed the
detection threshold for each unit (as described in
Methods) and expressed the three current levels
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FIG. 4. Population summary of gap
detection thresholds. The upper panels
represent the numbers of units for which a
gap detection threshold was obtained at
any of the levels presented, for each
analysis method and for the best gap
detection threshold for each unit. The
lower panels show the distributions of
gap detection thresholds for each analysis,
elicited by stimuli presented at least 4.5 dB
above detection threshold. Filled bars
represent the intraquartile range, circles
represent the median gap detection
thresholds, and tails indicate the 5th
percentile. A, C Early-gap stimuli. B, D
Late-gap stimuli.
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relative to that unit’s threshold at that pulse rate. That
procedure resulted in a continuum of levels tested
relative to the thresholds in the unit sample. Moving
averages of the gap detection thresholds obtained
across these relative stimulus levels are plotted in
Figure 5; top and bottom rows of panels represent
early- and late-gap conditions, respectively. In each
condition, sensitivity to gaps was poor for stimuli near
threshold, and improved over the levels presented.
Gap detection thresholds depended on stimulus level
within the dynamic range for each stimulus condition.
The range of stimulus levels over which gap detection
thresholds varied with level appeared to be larger for
4,069 than 254 pps, which is consistent with reports of
wider dynamic ranges at high pulse rates (Kreft et al.
2004). Gap detection thresholds shortened with
increasing pulse rate in all six animals.

In human listeners, loudness matching reduces
differences in gap detection thresholds across coch-
lear implant stimulation channels (Garadat and
Pfingst 2011). However, the mechanisms for encoding
“loudness” in neural data are not well established. We
examined the dependence of gap detection thresh-
olds on stimulus level to determine if there was a way
to transform the resulting functions such that the
difference in gap detection thresholds across pulse
rate was minimized. Such a transformation could be
considered a conservative estimate of “loudness
matching”. However, it does not appear possible to
transform the data in such a way. Detection thresholds

generally were higher at lower pulse rates, so that the
low-rate data were obtained at higher absolute current
levels. For that reason, the differences in gap thresh-
olds among pulse rates are even larger when
expressed at absolute current levels than when
expressed relative to detection thresholds (as in
Figure 5). Furthermore, although detection thresh-
olds and response growth were similar for early- and
late-gap stimuli within each pulse rate, more sensitive
responses were observed for late gaps at high stimulus
levels. Therefore, we expect that the dependence of
gap detection thresholds on pulse rate and gap
position should withstand the equalizing effects of
loudness matching in a psychophysical task. These
observations of the sensitivity of gap thresholds
demonstrate that, overall, differences in gap detection
thresholds across pulse rate and gap position are not
simply due to level effects.

Interactions between onset and offset responses
to gaps

The relative importance of Trail-ON and Lead-OFF
responses for encoding gaps in electric pulse trains
varied with electric pulse rate. That is, in response to a
254-pps stimulus, the Lead-OFF response often pro-
duced a shorter gap threshold than did the Trail-ON
response, and the opposite was observed at 1,017 and
4,069 pps pulse rates. We tested that rate-dependent
switch in dominant feature across the range of

FIG. 5. Gap detection thresholds by level. Each panel represents the distributions of gap detection threshold with level for each analysis type. Levels
were calculated relative to the detection threshold for each unit. The shaded area denotes the intraquartile range and the line represents the median.
Distributions were computed with averages taken across a moving window that encompassed 12.5% of the sample in each point, or a minimum of 13
points for small sample sizes. The upper panels A–C represent early gaps and the lower panels; C–E represent late gaps.
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stimulus levels. At 254 pps, only the Trail-ON response
contributed a gap threshold at the lowest current levels,
but as soon as levels increased to the point at which
Lead-OFF responses were evident, many units showed a
Lead-OFF response for shorter gaps than could be
detected with Trail-ON responses (Figure 5D). At
higher pulse rates, the Lead-OFF feature was absent at
low stimulus levels, and for stimuli 94.5 dB above
threshold, the Trail-ON feature generally yielded
shorter gap thresholds, as shown in Figure 4. Thus, the
Trail-ON feature was dominant at all stimulus levels for
higher pulse rates.

We observed interactions between Lead-OFF and
Trail-ON responses that seemed to indicate the presence
of forward suppression by cortical neurons in which the
leading response would suppress the lagging response.
This appear to happen for the 254-pps stimulus in
Figure 2A: the Trail-ON response is suppressed at times
when it would occur less than 20 ms after the Lead-OFF
response. If the cortical Lead-OFF response suppressed
the Trail-ON response, however, similar suppression
presumably would have occurred across all pulse rates.
Contrary to that presumption, the Trail-ON response to
the 1,017 pps stimulus in Figure 2B was not suppressed
by the Lead-OFF response. In addition, Figure 2B
demonstrated superimposed ON and OFF responses
for gap durations at which the two responses were nearly
simultaneous and demonstrated an absence of Lead-
OFF responses for shorter gaps. Forward suppression is
characterized by increasing amounts of suppression with
decreasing interval, but in this case, the OFF response
disappeared as the ON-OFF interval increased. This
finding occurred throughout the population whenever
the Trail-ON response preceded the Lead-OFF response
window. Finally, Lead-OFF responses with long response
latencies were blocked by Trail-ON responses to the gap.
Although it is possible that forward suppression could
last 100 ms, we routinely observed Trail-ON gap
detection thresholds of much less than 75 ms, indicating
that successive ON responses were not subject to
inhibition in this fashion. For these reasons, the data
do not support intracortical or thalamocortical forward
suppression as the primary interaction between ON and
OFF responses.

In a previous study in anesthetized guinea pigs with
stimuli similar to the late-gap condition (Kirby and
Middlebrooks 2010), no responses were observed to
the offset of the leading marker, and yet the gap
sensitivity of onset responses was very similar to Trail-
ON gap detection thresholds in the present study. In the
previous study, we found evidence for a retrocochlear
forward suppression that was stronger at lower pulse
rates, possibly because lower pulse rates produced less
adaptation in auditory nerve input to brainstem sites
(Zhang et al. 2007). Shorter leading pulse trains provide
less time for adaptation to occur, and this difference

should be greater at higher pulse rates. To test this
hypothesis, we compared Trail-ON gap detection
thresholds between early- and late-gap conditions in a
subset of 32 units to which these stimulus pairs were
presented consecutively. Trail-ON-derived gap detec-
tion thresholds were significantly longer for early gaps
than late gaps for 1,017 pps (pG0.01, Wilcoxon rank-
sum; 32 units) and 4,069 pps (pG0.01) but not for 254-
pps (p=0.82) stimuli. The log-ratio of the early- to the
late-gap detection threshold was larger (i.e., longer gap
detection thresholds at early gaps) for 4,069 than
254 pps (pG0.0001, ANOVA) or 1,017 pps (pG0.05),
but there was no significant difference in the distribu-
tions obtained at 254 and 1,017 pps (p=0.22). These
results are consistent with increased adaptation in the
auditory nerve at 4,069 pps leading to less forward
suppression of ON-responses and thus more sensitive
gap detection thresholds.

Lead-OFF responses were clearly dependent on
gap duration and, by extension, on the onset of the
trailing pulse train. In the present study, there were
no examples of a Lead-OFF response occurring after a
Trail-ON response. Therefore, at high pulse rates, the
OFF-derived gap detection thresholds depended on
the latency of the Lead-OFF response and the thresh-
old of the Trail-ON response. Although the current
data cannot tell us the level of the auditory pathway
site at which responses to stimulus offset are generated,
it appears that a preceding Trail-ON response has the
ability to block the Lead-OFF response. Thus, the
shortest Lead-OFF gap detection thresholds may be a
byproduct of the forward suppression of Trail-ON
responses.

DISCUSSION

Recordings from the auditory cortex of the unanes-
thetized guinea pig demonstrated a diversity of
features of spike patterns that could code temporal
features of cochlear stimuli. The relative strengths of
ON, OFF, and TONIC responses varied with stimulus
conditions, including stimulus level, duration of the
leading pulse train and, most conspicuously, the rates
of electrical pulse trains. We begin our discussion by
relating the present results to previous psychophysical
and electrophysiological studies, including a discus-
sion of sensitivity to electric pulse rates and to early
and late gaps. We conclude with implications for
cochlear implant listeners.

Relation to psychophysical studies

Gap detection studies in cochlear implant users have
measured only thresholds for late-gap stimuli (i.e.,
leading markers ≥50 ms). At pulse rates ≤1,000 pps,
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gap detection thresholds were 1–5 ms for postlin-
gually deafened subjects (Chatterjee et al. 1998;
Shannon 1989) and 1–50 ms for prelingually deaf-
ened subjects, but there was no consistent relationship
of gap thresholds with pulse rate. van Wieringen and
Wouters (1999) observed gap detection thresholds of
2–8 ms at 400 pps and 1–4 ms at 1,250 pps, shorter at
the higher pulse rate for three out of four listeners. In
a test of very high pulse rates (3,000 pps), two users
had gap detection thresholds of 1 ms or less (Grose
and Buss 2007). Garadat et al. (2010) concluded that
there was no consistent relationship between gap
detection thresholds and pulse rate of 250, 1,000,
and 4,000 pps across subjects. Nevertheless, they
showed that gap detection thresholds were longer at
the lowest pulse rate for five of six subjects: 5–15 ms
for 4,000-pps and 15–75+ for 250-pps stimuli at the
lowest current levels tested; and 1–5 ms for 4,000-pps
and 4–12 ms for 250-pps stimuli at the highest current
levels. For gap detection thresholds acquired in the
middle of the dynamic range, where the greatest
intersubject variability in gap detection thresholds
arose, 250-pps stimuli were generally perceived as
louder than 4,000-pps stimuli, a confounding factor.
Overall, human psychophysical results display a trend
of decreasing gap detection threshold with increasing
pulse rate, but the effect of pulse rate is not as
pronounced as in the present physiological study.
Further studies that control for loudness might
reduce variance among pulse rates and electrodes
and thereby show a stronger systematic effect of pulse
rate on gap detection threshold.

Early gaps have not been tested in cochlear implant
listeners, but studies in normal-hearing listeners show
little effect of gap position on gap detection threshold.
Phillips et al. (1998) found a small (1–2 ms) but
significant elevation of within-channel gap detection
thresholds for early gaps in experienced listeners; that
difference can be as high as 8 ms in inexperienced
listeners (Snell andHu 1999). Themost sensitive 10%of
units in the current study had gap detection thresholds
of 2–8 ms across pulse rates for a 25-ms leading marker,
indicating that the required sensitivity is available even
in a passively hearing, naïve guinea pig.

Comparison with physiological studies

The current study is the first measurement of within-
channel early-gap thresholds in awake animals. In a
study in anesthetized cats (Eggermont 2000), thresholds
for early gaps (i.e., 20-ms leading marker) were highly
prolonged compared to late-gap physiological thresh-
olds and to early-gap psychophysical thresholds (Phillips
et al. 1998; Snell and Hu 1999). The prolonged early-
gap thresholds observed under anesthesia likely are a
result of the ∼50–200-ms period of suppression that

typically follows the ON responses of cortical neurons in
anesthetized conditions (e.g., Eggermont 2000; Kirby
and Middlebrooks 2010). Prolonged early-gap thresh-
olds were not seen in the present study in the absence of
anesthesia.

Several studies have suggested that the presence of a
gap in a stimulus could be signaled by a depression in
ongoing neural activity. In the auditory nerve, for
instance, gap-evoked fluctuations in sustained responses
are particularly important for detection of the shortest
gaps (Zhang et al. 1990). In addition, psychophysical
studies of forward masking suggest that persistence of a
response to a leading stimulus may contribute to
masking of a subsequent probe (Plack and Oxenham
1998). Tonic responses are the most likely mediator of
such an effect. This type of persistence was observed in a
small proportion of neurons in the inferior colliculus of
awake marmosets (Nelson et al. 2009) and in primary
auditory cortex of guinea pigs (Alves-Pinto et al. 2010),
but did not represent the limits of sensitivity to probes in
either study. An effect similar to persistence was seen in
the current study, as the sustained firing of TONIC
responses continued for as long as 30 ms past stimulus
offset, extending into the gap. Such persistent activity
reduced the difference in firing rate between gap and
no-gap conditions and limited TONIC-derived gap-
detection thresholds to gaps longer than the duration
of the persistent activity. Nevertheless, persistence and/
or suppression of sustained activity had only a minor
influence on detection of gaps in the present study. ON
and OFF responses were more informative within the
same responses and provided gap sensitivity more
consistent with psychophysical data. The limits of
physiological gap detection are not determined by the
persistence of stimulus representation in the primary
auditory cortex.

The current study confirms and extends our
previous work in anesthetized guinea pigs (Kirby and
Middlebrooks 2010). Gap detection thresholds
obtained from Trail-ON responses were similar
between ketamine-anesthetized and awake guinea
pigs. However, only in awake animals did we see
sizeable populations of units for which the Lead-OFF
gap detection thresholds resulted in more sensitive
gap detection thresholds for the 254-pps late-gap
condition. Cortical OFF responses have been
observed in spike activity of neurons in anesthetized
cat (Eggermont 1999a) and in local field potentials in
awake chinchilla (Guo and Burkard 2002) for leading
markers 200 and 50 ms in duration, respectively, but
only for gaps longer than 40 ms in duration. The most
sensitive responses to gaps in noise bursts in these
studies were always elicited by ON responses to
trailing bursts. The high-temporal acuity Lead-OFF-
dominant gap detection thresholds observed in the
current study indicate that stimulation at 254 pps can
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in some cases produce temporal cues in the cortex
unlike those elicited by acoustic stimulation.

Implications for cochlear implant users

The present results illustrate some features of cortical
responses that could signal specific temporal elements
of speech. Inasmuch as the prevalence of those
cortical responses depends on electrical pulse rate,
level, and duration of steady-state pulse trains (i.e.,
leading markers), those same stimulus parameters are
likely to influence speech recognition. As an example,
cross-channel gap detection thresholds for a 10-ms
broadband noise leading marker and a 300-ms
narrowband noise trailing marker were correlated
with sensitivity to voice onset time in a synthesized ba-pa
continuum in normal-hearing listeners (Elangovan and
Stuart 2008), suggesting that performance in such a task
is important for categorization of voiced and voiceless
consonants. Lead-OFF responses such as those observed
in the present study may be especially important in
across-channel gap detection because cortical ON- and
OFF- responses often are tuned to different frequencies
in normal hearing (Qin et al. 2007), which could result
in overlapping Lead-OFF and Trail-ON responses. In
another study, gap duration discrimination perform-
ance within a synthesized-formant stimulus was corre-
lated with performance on consonant and word
discrimination tasks for cochlear implant listeners (Sagi
et al. 2009). TONIC and Lead-OFF responses, which
encode the duration of the leadingmarker, may provide
a more relevant cue than the onset–onset interval.

We have shown that cortical responses to gaps vary
qualitatively with carrier pulse rate. Higher pulse rates
evoke more sensitive ON responses to gaps, and
responses to the highest rate tested showed little
representation of stimulus features other than pulse-
train onsets. Low pulse rates, on the other hand,
display robust coding of features throughout the
duration of the stimulus, but do not drive ON
responses to trailing markers at such short gap
durations as those seen for higher pulse rates. Zhang
et al. (2007) showed that the auditory nerve entrained
to 250-pps pulse trains with little adaptation over the
course of a 300-ms stimulus, whereas auditory nerve
fibers showed significantly more spike rate adaptation
at 5,000 pps. Based on the current results, a lack of
adaptation over the course of a low pulse rate stimulus
may result in enhanced representation of duration
cues and enhanced forward suppression of subse-
quent stimuli in the central auditory system, whereas
the sensitivity to successive stimulus onset shown for
high-rate pulse trains comes at the cost of a degraded
representation of the rest of the stimulus. We con-
clude that intermediate pulse rates, such as 1,017 pps,

produce responses to gaps that are most similar to
those seen in acoustic stimulation.

There is some evidence for the existence of a
“sweet spot” in cochlear implant pulse rate. Ampli-
tude modulation detection is impaired in human
listeners at high pulse rates (2,000 or 4,000 pps),
compared to low pulse rates (200 or 250 pps) (Galvin
and Fu 2005; Pfingst et al. 2007); a similar result is
found in auditory cortex of anesthetized guinea pigs
(Middlebrooks 2008b). Arora et al. (2011) tested
modulation detection threshold for carrier rates from
200 to 900 pps, and listeners were most sensitive for a
carrier rate of 500 pps. A number of studies have
measured the effect of pulse rate on speech perform-
ance, with mixed results. Recently, Battmer et al. (2010)
performed a multistage, multicenter study and deter-
mined that performance was best at each listener’s
preferred pulse rate, but 80% of listeners preferred
pulse rates from 500 to 1,200 pps. The present results
suggest that intermediate pulse rates elicit responses in
the auditory pathway most similar to the responses to
sound and, therefore, might be the most appropriate
choice for many cochlear implant listeners.
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